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INTRODUCTION

This is the second edition of a Dírectorg first published in
1981.

The three science centres of the Water and Soil Division,
Ministry of Vùorks and Development, were set up as a result of
recommendations contained in the Dunford Report, vtater and Soì7
conservation Research ín New zearand, I973. The report rec'om-
mended the establishment of research centres at HamiIton,
Palmerston North and Christchurch. Suggested areas of study for
these centres included the following:
( a) Hamilton

Studies of water qual-ity and the effects of land use
( including urbanisation) on water quality.

(b) Palmerston North (Aokautere)

Work on plants for erosion control. Studies of soils and
soil erosion processes.

( c) Christchurch

Studies of high country problems, soil erosion processes,
modelling of hydrological behaviour, tillage practices and
irrigation. The centre would also co-ordinate the cotlec-
tion of hydrological data and be involved in water quality
research,

Basically, the setting up of the three science centres has
followed these suggestions, with the modification of these
research topics as has been deemed appropriate. In addition to
the suggestecl hydrological modelling studies to be undertaken at
Christchurch, water quality modelling is carrie<l out at HamiIton.
The suggested high country stuclies to be done by the Christchurch
centre nolrr include research into alpine processes.

In line with the recommendations of the Dunford ReporL the
Research Director, together with his technical supporting staff
at Head Office, is responsibile for "promotion, direction, and
co-ordination of research in the division". The role of NWASCO(the National Water and Soil Conservation Organisation) in
research is to "promote co-ordination of water and soil conser-
vation research among aIl departments directly involved,
including the Water and Soil Division".

In practice, this has meant that research projects, inclucling
those of the science centres are assessed at meetings of the
Research and Survey Committeer and the Councils (tne Soil
Conservation and Rivers Control Council, and the lVater Resources
Council). Thus the overall direction of the work of the science
centres is from the Head Office of the Water and Soil Division
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and aims to meet identified problems in the NWASCOTs fields of
inLeresl-.

The research undertaken is basically applied research, directed
towards solving problems associated with conservation and manage-
ment of water and soil resources. In this problen-solving acti-
vity the needs of the catchment and regional water boards play a
major part, since in large measure it is these organisations that
actually carry out the conservation work in t.heir respective
districts.

In addition to their close association with the work and needs of
the catchment authorÍties, the centres collaborate extensively
with universities and other research organisations. This alsó
includes assistance wÍth, and assessment of, research projects
carried out under contract.

The Dunford report recommended that research undertaken at the
centres be "along problem lines rat.her than geographicar lines",
with district offices and staff remaining an integral part of thesystem. The District !{ater and Soil Officer would be "a key link
between districts and research centres,,.

To assist those involved in the field with water and soil
conservation work, it is essent.iaL that they be fully informed
and kept up-to-date about the work of the science centres. It is
towards this purpose that this Direct,otg has been compited.

v
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WATER AND SOIL SCIENCE CENTRE HAIIILTON

Scientist in Charge: N M Burtìs, ph.D

Group Leaders

I Inland Waters

II Catchments

III Scientific Services

IV Coastal

V Distríct Hydrology

G B McBride, M.Sc

R A Hoare, M.Sc, Ph.D

J B Macaskill, l"1.Sc, Ph.D

B L Williams, B.Sc, Ù1.E

A L Singleton

The water and soil science centre, Hamilton, is rocated in the
school of science, university of waikato, and in adjoining accom-
modation at Scotland Place. The centre is primarily concerned
wiÈh water quality studies, so as to be a source of information
and expertise in water quality management. The centre consists
of three environmental studies groups rivers, lakes and land
use, and estuarine and coastal together with three specialist
groups - Iaboratory services, modelling and systems, and hydro-
logy.

I INLAND WATERS GROUP

The main thrust of this group's work has been on projects aimed
at increasing our understanding of the oxygen balance of a river
subject to waste load inputs. This enable better predictions of
the effects of future waste loads to be made. specific projects
on aquatic oxygen demand exertion, benthic oxygen demand exertion
and reaeration are now well under way. A review of .river
dissolved oxygen modelling studies in New Zealand revealed that,
while we have now developed sufficiently accurate analytical and
numerical techniques to handle the advection and dispersion of
river dissolved oxygen (DO) and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD),
we stiII lack understanding of the respective roles of benthic
and aquatic bacteria in the rates of exertion of BOD and removal
of DO. Some rivers (e.9., Lower Manawatu, Tarawera) exhibit
extremely high removal rates and the (mostly circumstantial) evi-
dence to date suggests that this is attributable to the activity
of benthic bacteria. It is also apparent that we lack precision
in our ability to predict the important reaeration coefficient
for New Zealand rivers.
An investigation of the efficiency of modelting techniques for
river dissolved oxygen has been completed. This has resulted in
the production of simple nomographs for the prediction of river
assimilative capacity, these being based on the Streeter-phelps
¡node1. More complex models and modelling techniques, inclurling
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the techniques for defining model parameters and boundary con-
ditions, have been investigated. A Handbook on Estinating Oxggen
Deplet.íon ín Polluted Rivers based on findings from studies to
date, has been prepared for use by water managers.

The work on lakes is now of two main types one dealing with the
source of nutrients to streams which is being carried out by the
Catchments Group and the other dealing with the effects of
nutrients on lakes which is carried out by the Inland Waters
Group.

A group of three projects deals with the relationships between
nutrient load on a lake and the nutrient concentrations found in
its water, the relationship between nutrient concentrations and
algal growÈh, and the relationship between algal growth and the
occurrence of anoxic bottom l¡taters.

The intention is that, in addition to generating scientific
reports, this research will be used in the writing of handbooks
foi water quality managers, in which advice can be given to those
faced with lake management problems. Topics to be covered
include ways of assessing and controlling nut'rient exports ffory
catchmentsl methods of assessing lake water quality, and methods
for improving lake water qua1itY.

New projects on investigations of methods of quantitative
asseãsmãnt of river and Iake water appearance (especially colour)
have been commenced. The public judge water claríty mainly by
its appearance, yet colour and clarity are rarely measured. The
Waifaló River anã local lakes are being used as a convenient test
bed for the development of methodology and ideas about optical
behaviour of waters.

The group is also called on from time to time to carry out. s!u-
dies aimêO at providing a prediction of the effect of possible
impoundments (ã.g,, Upper Clutha, Motu) on river water quality.
rhé ctutna studiés werã designed to predict the likely quality of
water retained behind and released from, the proposed dams at
Luggate, Oueensbury and Clyde. Longitudinal river surveys have
¡eãã undertaken eaãn month over a 14 month period by the Otago
Catchment Board and local lvlinistry of Vùorks and Development
staff.

The group also participates in the UN GEMS (GIobaI Environmental
Uoni[.oriñg Systóm), Project, for which it acts as the nationa]
coord inator.

I I CATCHI,TENT GROUP

This group has for its overall ain, the study of management
related aãpects of materials entering water bodies. ID the past
the emphasis has been on sources of nitrogen and phosphorus as
causes of eutrophication of lakes, and this is still of impor-
tance, but it i; now becoming clear that work also needs to be
done Èo evaluate the importañce of sources of toxic substances in
New Zealand streams.
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The main effort in nutrient related studies in 1983 will be
devoted to evaluating the effectiveness of stream bank vegetation
for removal of nitrogen and phosphorus from overland flow. A
pastoral catchment near Hamilton has been studied for several
years no\,ìr, and parts of the stream bank wiII be protected by
electric fences from grazing stock in order to see what change in
nutrient runoff is produced in those areas. rnvestigation of
other management options wiII follow.
Toxic metals in urban runoff and in rural streams in mining areas
have been measured for a year or more, and interpretation is pro-
ceeding. some metarsr particurarry lead and zínc, are arsopotentiar indust.rial porlutants, for example, in oil refinery
wastes, and the group has been involved in evaluating potentiat
probrems at the Marsden Point oir Refinery. Toxic organic com-
pounds are also found in urban runoff and refinery wastes, and
some work has been undertaken to gain an appreciation of such
problems.

rn arl environmentar issues it is ultimatery the biological
effect of chemicals which determines the significance of aprobrem. For instance, sevrage "fungus" is a comprex growth con-
sisting Iargely of bacteria, resulting from discharge of organic
wastes to a river. The occurrence of this growth is being
studied by the group to evaluate the consequences of orgañic con-
taining discharges from a catchment. Bacteria can also affectthe chemistry in a stream, and we have studied the vray in which
nitrogen in a stream is changed by bacteria from one form to
another.

For both toxic malerials and nutrients, point sources (e.g., fac-
tories and sewage works) and non-point sources (e.g., runoff from
farms and old mine workings) exist, and it, is important to
establish the relative importance of different sources so that
research and management activities can be concentrated on the
biggest problems. Another general issue is the biorogicar
availabilit.y of the various chemical forms in which nutrients and
toxic maLerials are found. These general issues will be behind
the development of the research program of this group.

III SCIENTIFIC SERVICES GROUP

This group services the environmentally orientecl groups in the
centre and carries out some research of its own. The group con-
sists of two sections: the Data Services Section which works aÈ
meeting the software and hardware requirements of the scientists;
and the Laboratory Services Section which basically provides an
anarytical capabirity in chemistry and microbiorogy. The analy-
tical techniques include atomic absorption spectrophotometryr
automated colorimetry and gas chromatography.

An electronics specialist in the Data Services Section meets the
instrument design requirements of all science centre projects and
leads a project investigating the design and use of continuous
water quality monitoring systems. The Laboratory Section also
does analyses on occasion'for regional water boards and Þlinistry
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( i)
(ii)

( iii) Coastal sediment budgets.

In conjunction with the Auckland Regional Authority the group has
compleÉed its contribution to a study of the Upper Waitemata
Harbour to assess the IikeIy effects of urban development on
sedimenÈation and water quality. The project involved studies in
ãstuarine hydrology and Jedimentology - with subsequent develop-
ment of mathematiõál models for predicting dispersion of pollu-
tants entering estuarine systems. This work was undertaken in
associatin wi[,n staff . in other groups and the Department of
Theoretical and Applied l4echanics, Urliversity of Auckland'

A handbook is being prepared on techniques for site investig"-
tions and design cõ.t-sidèrations for ocean outfalls, primarily
from a \,rater quality perspective. It will review the current
state of knowledge ior the investigation and design of ocean out-
falls. Use of tñe handbook wiII assist with the determination of
lft" pipetine length, design of the dif fuser, and the ef fect of
design-variables on water quality.

A handbook which witl deal with the techniques and applications
of coastal surveys, is being prepared. Topographic surveying'
aerial photograpñy and sediment surveying wilI be detailed and
applications-to- sänd mining control, beach erosion assessment and
hazard mapping discussed.

Other projects are being formulated on the response of plants and

invertebraÈes to different types of waste loadings to estuaries.

of !{orks and Development offices besides providing training
programs in methods of water quality assessments.

IV COASTAL GROUP

This group is developing expertise in selected topics and
endeavours to promotè research in areas of need. Topics
current.ly under studY are:-

Estuarine hydrodynamics and mixing.

Ocean outfall waste disposal systems.

DISTRICT HYDROLOGY

This group maintains a tocal network of automatic raingauges and

water IevãI recorders' the recording sites being operated as part

"t the National Hydrotogical Network programme coordinated by
Head Office.

The group has two field parties, one based in Hamilton, the other
at Rotorua. The data obtained are edited and computer archived
by the group on a centralised computer located in VùellÍngton'.
HaIf of the data acquisition effort is directed toward gathering
streamflow information for hydro-electric polder stabion design
and operation, while the remáinder is primarily collected to
i nvest igate :
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(i) the effect of land use on hydrology,

(ii) the concept of regionalised hydrologic response,

The group has been involved in the national pitot trial of a net-
work of crest-stage stations as a low cost means of collecting
stream flood peak data. This p,rogramme will provide a much
larger data base of annual maximum stream díscharges to supple-
ment the data available from automatic water-Ievel recorder
stabions. The data, presently collected in the Coromandel and
Raglan areas, will be used in a flood frequency analysis designed
to improve flood estimation procedures in use in New Zealand.

Specific research projects undertaken by the group include the
investigation of changes in hydrological response and suspended
sediment productíon of pumíce catchments following the planting
of pines into pasture. This is part of a national programme
invest.igaÈing the effect of land use on hydrology. The group has
also been involved with water quantity aspects of the lakes and
land use group's nutrienÈ source projects.
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Scientist in Charge:

WATER AND SOIL SCIEN

J G Hawley¡ B.E. (NZ) r !l.Ar Ph.D
(Cantab) r tvtIpENZ

Group Leaders

I P1ant Materials

II Land Resources

III Remote Sensing

IV Land StabilitY

V DisÈrict HYdrologY

C W S Van Kraayenoord, IRAg (For)
(wag), DiP ITC (De1ft)

G O Eyles, B.Scr DiP, Àg.Sc

P R Stephens, !l.Ag.Sc (Hons)

P Luckman, B.Sc (Hons)
( Act ing )

R D Henderson, B.E (Hons) r M.Sc
( Acting )

The $later and Soil Science Centre, Aokautere, (near Palmerston
Nort,h) is the main centre for soil conservation research. It ís
concerned with the prevention and control of soil. erosion by
means of plants, and various mechanical techniques; the
assessment of land resources and their capability for various
uses; and, ultimately, the predÍction and prevention of land
instabi I ity.

I PLANT MATERIALS

This group develops and selects plant materials for soil conser-
vatioñ anã river õontrol and also carries out research into
*ufiiplicatíon and establishment techniques. After extensive
field testing, the plants are released to catchment authorities
and commerciáI nursèries. The group produces advisory leaflets
on the most appropriate use and management of soil conservation
plants, and is preparing a comprehensive PIant tttatetíaIs
Handbook for publication.

I I ) Poolar Breedinq and Selection

The aim of this programme is to breed and sel-ect a range of
improved poplar êtoñes for soil conservation' protection
frõm wínd erosion, and for farm forestry. New clones have
been imported and breeding work has continued with species
and varieties showing resistance to poplar rúsÈs and
lfarssonina. The breeding programme also is aimed at deve-
toping varieties having unþafátability to possums, drought
anã wind resistance, early development of rough bark,
suitable crown form, incrãased Iength of growth period'
and, for some clones, high suckering ability'
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Poplar clones resulting from
tested to evaluate their use
under various soil and climat
throughout New Zealand. New
advisory leaflets.

nursery selection are field
in erosion control plantings
ic conditions occurring
releases are described in

(21 ÍliIlow Breeding and Selection

The aims of this programme are similar to those forpoprars. The complementary role of tree willows was empha-sised after the arrival of the poplar rusts.
The development, selection and field testing of treewirlows has continued to provide an improved range of fastgrowing wirrows for hilrside stabilisaLion, rivei control
and sherter. Lower growing non-seeding shrub and osierwillows with more frexíbte branches have been developed forriver bank protection to reprace tree willows (especialry
crack willows) which tend to get uprooted in flooãs. Mañyof t.hese clones can also be used for controlling debris
movement in mountain lands, arthough specialry ãdapted cro-nes are being developed.

New species and clones of both poplars and willows arebeing introduced to increase the gehetic variation inpoprar and wi.llow material for soil conservation andshelter pranting to counter the effect of further acciden-tal disease introductions.
(3) Alternative S ies of Trees and Tall Shrubs

Most species in this programme are selections of trees andshrubs suitabre for revegetation of dry, exposed and erodedsites and for sherter planting where poprarã and wirrowsare less suitable or even unsuitable. A range of
Eucargptus and Äcacia species is being evaluated for suchsites especially in summer drought-prone regions on theeastern side of bot.h islands. other specieã under test forsoil conservation purposes are plaËanus t Arnus, Betura andulmus to increase the range of plants which can be
established on eroded sites.

(4) Low Shrubs umes and Herbaceous c les

severar leguminous shrubs and plants are being evaluatedfor ground cover, soir improvement and as a nursecrop Ínerosion control. For example, Hed.gsatum cotonarÍum(sulla) has proved very successfur. as a nurse crop for therevegetation of neutrar to alkaline sites in poverty Bay,
where surface fretting had previously prevented prañt
estabrishment. on more acid sites, annuar and perennial
lupins are more suitable. The herb sanguísotba mÌnor(sheeps burnet) i: being tested for erosion control on dry,
sunny faces especialry in the tussock grassland. Drought
torerant non-reguminous, nitrogen or non-nitrogen fixingshrub species are being evaruated for revegetation of
eroded , semi--arid country.
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(5) Tissue Culture

(6)

A tissue culture laborat,ory has been established for Èhe
rapid propagation of newly selected plant materials;
mainly poplars and willows but increasingly also other
pl-ants. The sterile culture of plant materials also provi-
des a unique opportunity to import and export new selec-
tions of plants with ninimal risk of disease transmission.

Establishment and Protection Techniques

Investigations are continuing into improved techniques for
nursery propagation and field establishment. Mechanical
methods have been developed to protect rooted poles from
damage by sheep and cattle; electrical methods are being
evaluated at a range of sites.

Plant Diseases(7)

The incidence and pathogenicity of diseases in poplars,
willows and other soil conservation plants continues to be
monitored. New methods of control are being evaluated.

(8) Stabilisation of Roadsides and Disturbed Industrial Sites

(e)

Plant species (mainly grasses and legumes) are being
selected, and establishment methods developed, for
reclaiming and revegetating roadsides and sites disturbed
by industry (e.9., by mining, quarrying and pipeline
projects).

River Bank Protection

River bank protection triaLs witn willows and alders are
being carried out in various areas to evaluate both the
suitability of species or accessions and establishment
techniques.

( 10 ) Biomass Production

(11)

Studies at Aokautere have shown that high dry matter yields
can be obtained from poplars and willows harvested on a
short rotation coppicing system. Collaborative trials with
the Ministry of Agriculture and fisheries help to evaluate
the potential biomass production of poplars and willows on
a range of sites, including river berm lands.

Farm Shelter

lüindbreaks are essential in many areas in New Zealand for
the prevention of soil loss due to wind erosion and for
stock and crop protection. A range of shrub and tree spe-
cles is being Ínvestigated in trials in co-operation with
catchment authorities in Otago, Canterbury, t{âirarapa and
Hawkes Bay.

Y
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II LAND RESOURCES

The group collects all data relevant to land use resource
planning on a national scale, and ensures national maintenance of
consistent standards relating t.o erosion and Iand use capability
assessment.

(1) New Zealand Land Resource Inventory Survey

To enable NV,IASCO to carry out its responsibilities for
development of catchments and the promotion of wise land
use, the group has carried out the New Zealand Land
Resource Inventory Survey. The compilation of the
worksheets f.or this survey has provided the staff with a
fund of knowledge on the methodology of land resource
assessment and on the analysis and interpretation of these
resources. The survey method has included:

(a) a review and collation of available data on soils,
geomorphology, vegetation and climate;

(b) photogrammetric ínterpretation and delineation of map
units combined with:
(i) detailed, comprehensive field assessmenti

( ii) a system of multiple checking involving staff
other than the original surveyor;

(iii) systematic correlation within and between
reg ions;

( iv) digitisation for input into the Vogel Conputer
Centre data base.

BuIletins are being prepared which will describe this
procedure in more detail" They will also provide a
guide to the systematic structure of the classifica-
tions used in the survey including thé relationship
between map unit categories.

The first bullet.ins will deal with rock type, erosion
type and degreer and vegetation classifications.
Later, rêgional bulletins are to be prepared which
will explain the land use capability classifications
used, and also will Iist salient physical data (e.9.¡
rock types, soils, slope, erosion and vegetation
cover) on a catchment, county or regional basis.
Statistical information will be issued separately, at
appropriat.e nationalr rêgional arid local level.

A basic aim of these bulletins is to provide a guide
to more specific use of the New Zealand Land Resource
Inventory by waÈer and soil agencies, planning
authorities, consultants, and many other groups in the
public and priVate sectors. The computer archive
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( " Iand dependent data" , LADEDA) of the survey data is
accessible through the Land Resource Liaison Group at
Ministry of 9ùorks and Development., Head Off ice in
füelIington, to provide this information to plannÍng
agencies and the public.

Two additional data collection programmes have been
undertaken in co-operation with other departments to
extend the scope of Èhe survey. with advisors of the
I'linistry of Agriculture and Fisheries three levels of
stock carrying capacity and fertiliser requirements to
maintain pastures have been collated for each land use
capability unit. with foresters of the NZ Forest
Service the physical suitability of each LUC unit for
pinus tadiata growth has been recorded by assessing
the site index of typical areas in each unit.

Staff aim to provide a consistent overview of the
countryrs present and potential erosion st.atus with
the completion in 1982 of the 1:250r000 Erosion Map
SerÍes. They are also responding to an urgent need
for biological resource information by scientists and
Iand planners through compilation, in collaboration
with Botany Division, DSIR, of 1:1,000'000 national
vegetative cover maps.

Urban Land Resource Studies

A system of urban capability classification is being deve-
loped which will allow a consistent approach by catchment
authorities and MvùD to assess the physical suitability of
areas for urban development. This project wiII conclude
with the publication of a bulletin describing procedures
and setting standards for use by catchment authority and
MwD staff.

(3) Storm Damage Assessment

Storm damage assessment surveys wiII be undeitaken on
request in collaboration with the Remote Sensing Group.
These aim to provide rapid assessment of storm damage by a
combination oÍ. aerial photo interpretation and field work.
This service is available to catchment authorities.

III REMOTE SENSING GROUP

This group evaluates the applications of remote sensing to water
and soil conservation, and provides an aerial photographic ser-
vice to other research and survey groups at the three science
centres as well as the catchment authorities.

The group has developed an aerial photographic method f.ot
assessing the condition and trend of slip-prone hill country.
This method has evolved into the use of aerial photographs to
measure long term areal increases in eroded groundr and asso-
ciat.ed decreases in pasture production. The group is also eva-
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luating the usefulness of different remote sensors for the
detection of water and wind erosion in curtivated rand. This
work is expected to have significant applications in New Zealand,
where these subtle erosion processes are often overlooked in com-parison with the more spectacular forms of mass movement erosion
in hill country. computer programs have been developed for thecalculation of positions, areas and volumes frorn photogrammetric
measurements.

The group operates a 230 mm format wirliamson aerial survey
camera' four 70 mm Hasselblad cameras mounted on a common irame,
and a single 70 mm Hasselblad. From hired aircraft, staff takelarge-format brack-and-white coverage of storm damage andfloodíng with the williamson; simultaneous black-anã-white,
colour, colour infra-red or multispectral coverage with the four
Hasselblads for experimental purposes; and any type of small-format aeriar photography with the single nassèrblãdr âs a ser-vice to catchment authorities. A well-equipped raboratory forprocessing and printing aeriar photographic films is arso
maintained.

In addition to its own research, the group services the National
Water and Soil Conservation Authority's requirements for aerialphotography for the purposes of soil conservation research, waterresources researchr and the urgent survey of erosion and floods.Aerial photography for other purposes¡ ê.e.¡ routine surveying
and mapping, is normally routed to the Government contractor, NzAerial Mapping Ltd, by !{ater and soil DivisÍonrs pranning andoperations staff. since 1980, the group has offered advice and
assistance to the catchment authorities. This ranges from tech-nicar advice to authorities undertaking their own þhotography,through the formulation of technical specificationé for for--
warding to commercial contractors on the authorities, behalf, tothe provision of commerciarly unavairabte smarl-format pho-
tographic and aerial fÍIm processing services.

IV LAND STABILITY

This group studies mass movement particularly earthf lows anrlsoil sIips.

Tn studies of mass movement, the overriding concern is to develop
an understanding of how soil strength (and hence slope stabilityjvarÍes with time and with soil conservation practiceé. The pri-n-
cipal time variable as far as the soil is concerned is theweather. so the group is interested in how, and at what rates,
slopes weaken during wet periods, and strengthen or weaken during
dry periods, and how these effects accumulate over the seasons
and decades to determine long term slope stability or
instability.

such basic understanding of soil behaviour, essentiarly underconditions of low natural stresses, has required establishment of
two land stability laboratories at the science centre, a
programme of (Iargely automated) field instrumentation, fieldtrials of soil conservation techniques, and computer modelling of
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hiltslope hydraulic regimes and their dependence on weather and
soll eonservation vtorks.

The land stabilit,y laboratories have been equipped to perform a
wide range of soil mechanics and soil physics tests Ín addition
to clay separations for míneralogÍcal analysis. One particular
apparatus being developed is a low stress computer-controlled
triaxial apparatus. Using this apparatus it is possible to
explore the role which creep plays in generating mass movements.

Weakening of mudstone regoliths by mechanical weathering
resulting from seasonal desiccat,ion and rewet,ting is also under
invest igat ion.

The group has an electronics section which is concerned with
development of nevt laboratory and field instrumentation espe-
cially for automated dat.a acquisition.

In the fie1d, the group has long term land stability investiga-
tions at sites near Gisborne, Hunterville and Taumarunui.
Sampling operations as part of the group's programme to charac-
terise regoliths subject to in mass movement include sites from
many areas, but especially the East Coast of the North Island.

V DISTRICT HYDROLOGY

Hydrological data are collected by this group as part of the
Hydrological Network Programme. Loca1 data are processed for
sLorage on computer within the national hydrological bank
( TIDEDA) .

Formal projects in progress thaÈ use part of t.hÍs data base are:

(i) Taranaki Ring Plain Study

(ii) Regional basin hydrologY

The Taranaki Ring PIain Study concentrates on summarising water
resources for management and plannÍng purposes. A'low flow map
that depicts discharge by different colours in the stream chan-
nels haè been prepared. This work is stimulated by the rapid
development of the petrochemical industry in the area.

Data from the I0 regional basins in the Wanganui disÈrict are
being analysed to test their representativeness and assess data
extrapolation techniques for these regions.

The group provides help and advice to catchment board hydrology
teams in the field and in processing and storage of data.
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WATER ÀND SOIL SCIENCE CENTRE CHRISTCHURCH

Scientist in Charge: S M Thompson, M.E, ph.D

The centre is located in Cashel

Group Leaders

I Environmental Hydrology

II Groundwater

III Hydrology Network

IV Hydrosystems

V Instruments

VI AIpine Processes

VII Hydraulics

Street in the central city area.

M P Mosley, M.A, ph.D

H R Thorpe, B.Sc,
M.E, Ph.D

A McKerchar, B.E, ph.D

R P rbbit,t, B.s, c.E,
Ph. D

D E Cottle, B.E,
M.N.2.1.8.

Vacant

Vacant

The work of the centre is concerned with physical hydrorogy,including the "fIow" in rivers and other water resources aña thenaLural channels that convey that water. The work of the centreis carried out by seven groups mentioned above. There are alsofield parties located at Ehe following 16 towns:

whangarei, Auckland, HamilÈon, Rotorua, New plymouth, Turangi,Gisborne, Napier, Wanganui, WeIIington, Nelsonl Creymouth,
Christchurch, Tekapo, DunedÍn and Alexandrao -

There are three groups of staff at the centre where programmes
are technicarry affilíated to another science centrei
A. !{ater Quality ( to Hamilton)

B.

c.

Land Resources (to eokautere)

Plant Materials (to Aokautere)

ENVIRONMENTAL HYDROLOGY GROUP

The Environmental Hydrology Group studies the form and behaviourof river channels, particularly as they affect and are affected
by man's activÍties. Thus, for exampre, the group has sÈudied
the possible impact of irrigation withdrawals upoñ the characÈerof the AhurirÍ River in North Otagor and has atLempted to define
the characteristics of the Mot.u Riverr Bây of plenty, which make
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it so attractive f.or recreational activities such as kayakÍng and
rafting. The group has adopted a general approach to the st,udy
of rivers by considering the many different aspects of their
appearance and behaviour. It develops its ou¡n field procedures
and analysis techniques.

Recent work has focussed on the braided river environment, par-
ticularly with respect to the flow requirements of such " instream
uses" as jet-boating and the salmon fishery.

( I ) Passage depths in braided rivers

Water depth continually changes along the channels of
braided rivers, because these rivers are made up of a regu-
tarly repeating sequence of deep pools and shaIl riffles.
The latter represent potential restrictions on upstream
migration of salmon or on passage by jet-boats and canoes;
if water is removed from a river for irrigation, flow
depths on riffles may become too shallow for easy passage.
Using data col-lected in several Canterbury rivers, the
group has established a relationship between discharge and
the minimum depths on riffles; this a1lows prediction of
the likely consequences of flow abstraction on ease of
pass.ager oE alternatively enables specification of the flow
required to maintain some specified minimum depth.

(21 water temperature in braided rivers

It appears that water temperature is one of the most criti-
cal controls on fish habitatr so that information on the
detailed variation in water temperatures in braided rivers
may prove of critical importance in water resource
a I locat ion .

Initial studies used diurnal water temperature curves for
selected sites in a braided section of the Ashley River
flowing at 1.5 cumecs on a clear, sunny day in Februaty.
Water temperatures at any one time during the day vary
widely from site to site; the critical factor appears to
be the amount of transfer between surface flow and flow
through the gravels. Where flow in a braid is derived pri-
marily from the gravels, the water has a much lower tem-
perature than where flow is solely above ground; where
water seeps into the gravels and then reappears, it loses
heat because the gravel behaves as a heat sink.

(3) River Characterisation and Classification

procedure has been developed to measure objectively'
as possibler the characteristics of rivers as they
to scenic, recreational, and aesthetic values. Field
throughout the country are gathering data for this
These data will be used to develop a classification

Zealand rivers, and to assess the characteristics of
which members of the public find particularly attrac-

A field
as far
relate
part ies
s tudy.
of New
r i vers
t ive.
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( 4 ) Impact of River Control lrlorks

Analysis of the effect of river control work on the
Waimakariri River is under study; information on changes in
Iand use along the river and changing river morphology(width, cross-sectional area, etc), has been colratecl and
data on expenditure completes the picture. An interesting
implication of the river control work is the potential f.or
reducing groundwater recharge rates by reduciñg the area of
froodway. Flow losses from the river have declined from
about 20t of total flow before 1972 to about 5t after 1972¡
this may be rerated to changing channel patterns in the
vicinity of Halkett Groyne Crossbank.

(5) Rakaia River Fish Habitat Survey

Because large irrigation schemes are proposed for the Rakaia
River, a study was conducted to show the effect of reduced
flows on fish habitats there.

Combined teams from MWD, Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries (¡le¡'), and North Canterbury Catchment Board,
r¡easured depths and velocities in the river at a number of
discharges ranging from the lowest recorded frow to the
median f low. Fisheries Research Division staf f of IvtAF did
surveys to find the depth and velocity preferences of
various native species.

The data from bot,h surveys was combined to show that there
was no significant change in fish habitat over the range of
frows surveyed. This is because as the frows reduce in a
braided river, the areas that have become too sharrow or
slow for the fish are replaced by areas that previously were
too deep or swiftr so that the totar area of usable habitat
stayed about constant over the range of flows studied.

II GROUNDWATER GROUP

The Groundwater Grouprs function is to provide specialist ser-
vices to regionar water boards in investigating ground waterresources. Two emphases within the group are numerical modelting
of aquifer systems and geophysicar investigation methods.

( f ) Ashburton-Rakaía Groundwater Resource

The proposed Lower Rakaia rrrigation scheme will use water
from both surface sources and groundwater. The study, which
is nor¡r completed, has quanÈif ied the various inputs to the
aquifer system and their variability. present consumptive
uses of groundwater have also been determined.

A numericar moder of the groundwater system has been deve-
loped which has enabled the response of the system to
several different irnigation proposals to be evaluated.
Water requirements for each irrigation strategy hrere deter-
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mined from 30 years of meteorological records. Results have
been presented in the form of depth to watertable exceeded
Iess than 10t of the time, and as changes in piezometric
level from a defined equilibrium level.

(2) Numerical Model of the !{aimea PIains NeIson

The aquifer system of the Waimea Plains consists of three
aquifers, one unconfined and two confined. Water demand
during the irrigation season exceeds the recharge and severe
aquifer depletion occurs. The Nelson Regional V{ater Board
has to make difficult decisions in managing this limited
resource. Development of a numerical model (from a general
USGS model) should assist in management decisions relating
to use of this water resource.

(3) Geophvsical Investigation of Groundwater Svstems

Resistivity and downhole logging equipment are used by the
group to help catchment boards understand the structure of
acquifer systems. This equipment has been successfully used
in the Auckland, Hauraki, Manawatu and Wairarapa areas. A
handbook on the use of the resistivity equipment is being
prepared and eventually equipment will be available for
board staff to do their otrn surveys.

(4) Groundwater Data Archive

A data archive for storage and retrieval of site data has
been devetoped and its practical application is being eva-
luated by the Waikato Valley Authority. The archive will
store physical and lithologic data for each well. Retrieval
is primarily on the basis of weII location but can also be
done for other parameters such as depthr yield, and static
water level.

III HYDROLOGICAL NET TORK

The Network Groupr s concern is to establish and promulgate field
and office procedures that will ensure that river flow records
are to appropriate technical standards. It does this by pre-
paring manuals of standard procedures, by running short courses
for hydrological technical staff, by examining data gathered' and
by providing an inspection service and advice on field installa-
tions. These services are available to both MWD and catchment
authority hydrological survey staff.

Floppy disc data loggers are being installed at the locations of
¿,11 16 t{ÍtD hydrological field parties, as part of the forthcoming
telemetry installations, to log and process incoming data (see
section on the Instruments Group below). T.he Network Group is
responsible for installation and proper utilisation of this
equipment.

Data from the loggers are sent to the group at two weekly inter-
vals on floppy discs. The Eroup checks the validity of the data
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as they are entered to Lhe national archive held in the Vogel
Computer Centre.

IV HYDROSYSTEMS GROUP

This group develops analytic techniques î.or the interpretation of
hydrological information for use in management decisions. While
analysis work is largely statistical, interpretation requires a
knowledge of how hydrological systems behave. From such
knowledge simulatíon models are postulated which are tested
against measured data. If validated they are used to study
changes to the systems. Recent activity has includedi prepara-
tion of hydrological data processing, software for'data loggers,
simulation of a spatially distributed network of recorders, flood
forecasting, cumulative mass curves, and study of the rela-
tionship between low flow and basin geology.

( f ) Preparation of Software for Data Loggers

Ivluch effort has gone to implementing the TIDEDA set of com-
puter programs on floppy dísc data loggers r part of the work
being cont.racted out. The package being developed is
expected to lead to innovations in field party work. New
data processing conventions and procedures are being
established in anticipation of the introduction of radio
telemetry commencing ín 1983.

(21 Flood Forecasting

Flood forecasting conveniently divides into two sub-
problems. The first is to route a known upstream hydrograph
down a main river channel to give a forecast downstream
hydrograph. The second problem is t.o forecast runoff , given
the storm rainfalls.

A general computer program developed for implementation on
mico-computers has been set up for forecasting flood levels
in the Ruamahunga River in the Wairarapa, and on the Mataura
River in Southland.

(3) Low Flows as a Function of Basin Geology

Basin geology influences low flow behaviour. Systematic
estimation of low flow as a function of geology is possibte
using a Base FIow Index (BFI). The BFI is the ratio of sub-
surface flow, derived using a simple and objective proce-
dure, to the total flow in a river. It shows spatial
variation similar to the predominant rock type of an area.

BFI values have been calculated for 230 flow stations in the
North Island. High values (0.7-1.0) predominate on the
volcanic plateau while low vaÌues (0-0.3) are charac-
teristics of the east coast. Anomalous values can be
detected. In general terms the conclusion that BFI is a
measure of basin geology is supported and work is proceeding
on refining ways to derive BFI values for ungauged catch-
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ments. Further work will define relationships between BFI
and other low flow parameters.

V INSTRUMENTS GROUP

This group is responsible for the servicing of hydrological
instruments, for the evaluation and purchase of instruments, and
for the development of ner,v instrumens and measurement techniques.

(f) The Instrument Service Centre

The centre at Kainga, about 14 km north-east of
Christchurch, includes a store for purchasing and storage of
equipment and spares, a rating tank for calibration of
current meters and comprehensive facilities for servicing of
aIl types of instruments both mechanical and electronic,
Instrument service work is done for MWD, New Zealand Forest
Service, catchment authorities, Iocal bodies and the Royal
New Zealand Navy.

Recent major activity has been to equip the centre with test
instruments needed to service the data logging and telemetry
equipment, which is currently being installed (see (3)
below) .

Future work wilI be oriented towards the evaluation,
installaÈion and commissioning of the data logging and tele-
metry systern, the servicing of this equipment and the inter-
facing of different types of sensors to the system.

(2) Instrument Development Laboratory

This section, at Cashe1 Street, develops nerrr instruments and
measurement techniques when the requirements cannot be
satisfied by commercially available equipment. The major
project currently being undertaken is the development of a
pressure transducer based water-level recorder. Future pro-
jects are Iikety to include an investigation of ultrasonic
methods for water-Ievel sensing and the development of
improved gauging equipment.

(3) Data Logging and Telemetry

MWD is installing a data logging and telemetry system for
hydrol-ogical data collection. The ultimate objective of
this system is to replace the existing network of water-
leveI recorders and raingauges with an electronic system
which telemeters the data over the existing departmental VHF
radio telephone network and provides a flood warning
facitity.

The initial purpose is to telemeter about 400 sites to 16
regional centres. Setting up the L6 regional data logging
facilities is well under way. Installation of telemetering
equipment for the initial 400 sites is expected to be
completed during 1988.'

v
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(4) Pressure-Transducer Based û{ater-LeveI Recorder

Electric pressure-Èransducers wilr enable water level
recording without the need for stilling wetl and associated
costly civil works. At present commercially avairable
pressure-transducer based equipment does not provide the
required accuracy. This problem has been overcome by
sensing the transducer temperature and applying a correc-
tion. One prototype has been successfulty teste<l, and
further prototypes are being built for a comprehensive field
evaluation programme.

(5) Automatic Dilution Gauging

Dilution gauging is used to measure flows in mountain
torrents where the cross-section is too ilt <lef ine<l for
current meter measurement. Because it is difficult to get
to these streams in time to measure flood flows, a stage
triggered automatic (unattended) constant rate injection
( salt) dilution gauging system has been developed and tested
for flows up to 5 cumecs"

VI ALPINE PROCESSES

The group measures and describes earth surface processes
affecting manrs abirities to live with and wisely use New
Zealandrs mountain lands to enable proposed or unintended impacts
of man to be assessed in the context of natural events.

studies of selected smarl and rarge drainage basins provide
opportunities to develop and test nerir techniques for erosion
assessment, and to understand the functions of various erosion
processes in maintaining catchment condition. On the Shotover
River, the effects of storms on a few major sediment sources, and
the hydraulics of sediment transport in the stream channel appear
to determine the sediment yierd. At cropp River, in the superhu-
mid western Southern AIps, estimates of flood flow and sediment
yierd bring into question the adequacy of engineering design
standards for rivers draining that region.

Measurements of rainfall, runoff, sediment sources and sedimentyield along a transect across the Southern AIps in the vicinity
of the Rakaia Riverr €stabtish storm-induced flood runoff as a
dominant influence, arong with geomorphic history¡ oñ variation
in erosion rates frorn basin to basin within the southern Alps.
Normal rates from 2oo to 201000 t.km-2.â-r are apparent for rain-
falls from 500 to 121000 mn,/a east to west across the chain. At
the scale of the individual basin, however, variations in geolo-
gical structure and rock typer ârtd proximity to the stream chan-
nel are the importanb influences. Detailed surveys of the soil
landscape show the relative infruences of natural events, and
Porynesian and European fires, and the important role of soil
erosion processes in maintaining soil fertility over geological
t ime.

Tn the dry eastern south rsrand high country srow rates of ero-
sion lead infertile old soils to persist, inhibiting a complete
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plant cover. This contrasts with the wet western Southern Alps
where exceptionalty vigorous erosion processes provide natural
tillage and rapidly form new and fertile soil.

Locally, basin sediment yields are dominated by caÈastrophe, such
as major storm-induced debris flows, whose frequency and
widespread occurrence form a signifÍcant hazard to development of

lnountainlandsr oE through rarer rock avalanches. The latter may
create long-lasting sediment-retaining lakes such as Waikaremoana
and Lochnager, or they may create major point sources of sedi-
nenÈ, supplying as much as 50'000 m3/a for thousands of years.

Over a surveyed-121000 km2 of the Southern Atps, rock avalanches
of more than l0o ¡¡J have occurred with a frequency of about two
per century, not coincidentally approximately Èhe expected fre-
quency of major earthquakes, with the most recent being the
Falting Mountain rock avalanche in the 1929 Arthurs Pass
earthquake.

Weathering rind thíckness and rock surfacé colour are used in
dating rock avalanches, scree surfaces, and other areas of bare
greywacke rock. Variation in scree-surface age provides infor-
mation on the frequency of scree forming processesr and on the
relative stability of screes for process research and for
possible future use in planning catchment rehabilitation work.

Analysis of historical and modern photo-pairs, and marked veget.a-
tion plots show the equivocal influence of more than a century of
European management of the eastern Southern AIps' with areas of
increase, decrease, and no change in vegetation cover being
apparent in the same or adjacent high country scenes. Vegetation
plots also give information on long-term changes in plant species
composition with time over the last 30 years, while the photo-
pairs reveal the dominating impact of historic storms on the ero-
sion scene of the last century, and the markedly faster ternpo of
erosion and recovery in the wetter regions of the Southern Alps.

An inventory of New Zealand glaciers based on annual aerial sur-
veys of the end of sunmer snowline corrects the extent of per-
manent snor^r and ice shown on existing maps, updating this unit of
the New Zealand Land Resource Survey, and providing information
for use in summer low-flow models of alpine drainage basins.

The group also participates in studies of Southern Hemisphere
climate change through measurements of glacier fluctuations and
river flow in the Dry Valleys of Antarctica' through annual sur-
veys of the New Zealand snorrr line, and through studies of present
and recent past fluctuations of New Zealand glaciers.

VII HYDRAULICS GROUP

Ohau River Scour

During the Upper Waitaki power construction the Ohau River
has received sustained, controlled flows up to 500 cumecs
equivalent to floods in the natural channel with return

v
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period in excess of I00 years. These controlled flows pro-
vided an excellent opportunity to study-scour in a full size
outdoor flume.

ThemainconclusionisthatforfIowapproachdepthy>
1.0 m, the depth of scour d = 0.4 y¡ a useful result for
engineering design. Compared with laboratory results, the
Ohau River data suggests that, in a live bed condition with
strongly graded secliments, scour is inhibited compared to
uniform sediment results, but rnay be greater than suggested
by laboratory results for graded sediments.

(21 Ohau River Gravel Transport

The rate at which a 2 km3 delta has formed in Lake Benmore
during three years of large flows before the Ohau C Power
Station commissioning, has been surveyed. Concurrent
detailed measurement of the depths and velocities in the
river just upstream of the delta have been used to calibrate
at prototype scale gravel transport formulae previously
derived for laboratory data.

A. WATER OUALTTY Gry.

The group is concerned prÍmarily with groundwater quality
research, but one staff member is presently allocated to surface
water biological studies. The group operates its own
chemistry/microbiology laborat,ory to service the research
programme.

The groundwater programme primarily invol-ves the development of
chemical and microbial tracing techniques and research into the
effects of sebrage disposal (surface and subsurface) and fresh-
water irrigation on groundwater quality. The role of macroinver-
tebrates in the purif ication of ser,{age-polluted groundwater has
been briefly examined. The surface water biology programme
involves the investigation of periphyton ( "sIime" growths) in
rivers.

B. LAND RESOURCES GROUP

The group complements the work undertaken by the Land Resources
Group at the Science Centre at Aokautere.

Its major functions has ben to compile South Island map coverage
for the New Zealand Land Resource Inventory and related data, and
to develop a computer program to handle spatial data. The group
is studying relationships bet,ween geology and erosion, vegetation
cover trends in hill and mountain terrain rates of soil erosion
and applications of remote sensing to land resource evaluation.

C. PLANT MÀTERIALS GROUP

Work from Christchurch which is part of the
Plant l4aterials Group, Aokautere, is largely

, evaluation of plants whidh have a potential

programme of the
oriented towards

for erosion control
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in drought-prone areas of the easÈern South Island. Specific
fields of investigation ínclude:

(a) testing grasses, legumes and other herbs (e.9.,
Eeilysarum, sangulsorÞa) which have a potential Èo
reveget,ate depleted droughty hillslides;

(b) selection of trees and shrubs suitable for:
(i) erosion control on droughty eroded or eroding

hillsIÍdes (especially species of ecacia and
EucalgpÈus ) ;

(ii) windbreaks, particularly on irrigated land or
on drier, droughty parts of the Plains
( including species of poplar, wi1low, AeacIa
and Eucalgptus ) ;

(c) testing pre-release poplars and willows over a range
of sites including irrigated and non-irrigated land as
well as river berm lands.

wP24wS2
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